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To answer these questions this research picks up the three different years of 1983,1993 and 2003 as significant reference points and analyzes how the polarization developed over the twenty years in the three areas and how different the changes were.
Before conducting a statistical analysis,we first show that we use"The Annual Income of the Household"from"The Housing and Land Survey of Japan"as a chief data for our research.We also propose a methodically new and effective approach in which a quintile of equivalent income is calculated for every 10 kilometers range of distance divided by concentric circles.Then another important suggestion concerning methodology is made that a sharp distinction should be made between intra-regional income inequality and inter-regional income inequality,two concepts very often employed in an ambiguous way-sociologists tend to emphasize polarization in a hierarchy while geographers have an exclusive interest in the polarization that occurs between regions.In actual cities,however, as our analysis will show, these two phenomena appear simultaneously and in rather complicated ways.
Our analysis confirms the existence of a widening household income disparity in all areas and then points out a remarkable phenomenon found in the Tokyo metropolitan area:although high-income households were previously concentrated in the suburbs,an extremely steep rise in income level(and consequently a growing income gap)has been happening in the center of Tokyo.Also,we reveal that the pattern of income distribution varies between the three areas,reflecting the size and the regional features of each city.
